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Abstract: As thermoplastic materials are widely used in buildings, the fire hazards of thermoplastic
materials are increasingly becoming a central issue in fire safety research due to their unique pyrolysis
and melting mechanisms. In this paper, the features and common types of thermoplastic materials are
introduced first. Then, the combustion behavior of thermoplastic materials is theoretically analyzed
based on the empirical formulas and heat balance equations, such as the pyrolysis kinetics, ignition
time, melting and dripping, flame, burning rate and mass loss rate, temperature and heat flow, gas
products, and influencing factors. The influencing factors basically include the sample properties
(width, incline angle, and thickness, etc.), the façade structure (sidewalls, curtain wall, etc.), the
ambient conditions (altitude, pressure, and gravity, etc.), and the flame retardant treatment. Similarly,
this study also illustrates the vertical and horizontal flame spread behavior of the thermoplastic
materials and the influencing factors. The utilized methods include the experimental methods,
the analytical methodologies, and the approaches for numerical simulation. Finally, the problems
encountered at this stage and worthy of further study in the future are presented.

Keywords: thermoplastic materials; ignition; combustion; flame spread; mechanism; influencing factors

1. Introduction

Due to the growth of material science, thermoplastic materials have been widely used in
furniture, interior decoration, and building insulation, etc., but they can melt, drip, and flow
when heated, forming wall flames or oil pool flames, which can speed up the spread of flames,
expand the flame area, generate toxic gases, and greatly increase the fire hazard. The flame
spread process of thermoplastic materials is extremely complex and is not only related to the
pyrolysis mechanism and ignition characteristics of the material but also closely related to the
ambient conditions, including ambient temperature, heat radiation intensity, and smoke gases.
In recent years, current domestic and international studies have investigated the combustion
and flame spread law of thermoplastic materials under the coupling of ambient pressure [1–9],
oxygen concentration [10–12], radiation intensity [13–15], sample properties [16–22], and
façade structures [23–34], mainly on several typical thermoplastic materials, such as PMMA
(polymethylmethacrylate), PS (polystyrene), and PU (polyurethane).

Lots of combustion parameters are important in the study of the combustion of
thermoplastic materials, such as pyrolysis rate, ignition time, melting times, dripping
frequency, flame shape and geometry, flame temperature, heat flow, and the concentration
of gas products, etc. The kinetic decomposition of thermoplastic materials provides insight
into the reaction process and predicts the rate of the reaction. Previous approaches to the
kinetics of thermal decomposition include the model-free method, the model-fitting method,
and the distributed activation energy model (DAEM)-fitting method; some scholars have
also proposed their own models [35–46]. The classical ignition theory was proposed by
Lawson and Sims in 1950, which first revealed the ignition mechanism of solid combustible
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materials [47]. According to the classical ignition theory, ignition occurred merely when the
exterior temperature reached the critical ignition temperature; the gas-phase progress was
ignored [48–53]. Subsequently, Bal [54] found that the classical ignition theory would fail
to predict the ignition at high heat fluxes, which meant the critical temperature changed
with incident heat flux [55]. Based on these fundamental studies, critical mass flux [56,57],
observation of flame kernel on the fuel surface [58,59], combustion traces [10], and critical
temperature [57,60] were taken as the ignition criteria. Moreover, the researchers also
investigated the effect of the parameters such as sample properties [60], step height [61]
and location [18], altitude, and pressure [62] on the ignition time.

The combustion behavior of thermoplastic materials is much more complex than that
of ordinary materials. It undergoes processes such as melt, pyrolysis, and vaporization
when heated, and forms a flowing liquid, resulting in the simultaneous existence and
interaction of two modes of combustion: wall flame and pool flame. These melt-flow
characteristics increase the fire hazard and may also slow down the flame spread process
by moving the combustible materials load from the surface. As shown in Figure 1, the XPS
foam surface downward combustion may really be seen as a little pool flame perched on
the solid foam. As the flame front descends, the neighboring solid fuel would melt, adding
more liquid fuel to the pool [63].
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Figure 1. (a) An illustration of the mass and heat transfer for XPS’s flame downward spread; (b) the
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oriented XPS [63].

The flame shape of thermoplastic materials can be considerably influenced by the
sample’s geometrical characteristics [64], the ambient wind [65,66], and the magnetic
field [67]. The main flame parameters that have been previously studied were flame
geometry [68–73] and flame height and thickness [74–86]. Most prediction models for flame
height are based on the empirical flame height correlations as shown in Equation (1):

xf = K
.

Q
′n

(1)
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Moreover, the previous studies also investigated the effect of the parameters such as
the sample width [81] and inclined angle [72], altitude, pressure, and microgravity [86,87]
on flame height.

In combustion experiments of thermoplastic materials, temperature and heat flow are
often measured. Laser holographic interferometry and infrared thermography are com-
monly used measurement methods. Juste et al. [88,89] put forward a new temperature ex-
traction method that combined the laser Mohr deflection method and the two-dimensional
Fourier transform method (TFTM), which was approved with good applicability. The study
of temperature distribution allowed a better understanding of combustion characteristics.
Various gaseous products were produced in various combustion and pyrolysis experiments;
the composition and content of these gas products can be used to determine the amount
of combustion [90,91].

The flame spread over the thermoplastic materials was caused by a series of physical
and chemical changes together. The flame spread contained the natural flame spread,
concurrent-flow flame spread, and opposed-flow flame spread. So, a small flame was seen
as a finger for both flaming and smoldering combustion. The Lewis number was used as
the governing parameter of the finger flame, the expression was as follows [92]:

Le =
α

D
(2)

Kuwana [93–95] revised the effective Lewis number [92]:

Leeff,mod = Le− 2
β

(
lnU−1 +

k
U2

)
(3)

These studies have promoted further development of the flame spread theoretical
system. Since the opposed-flow flame spread over thermoplastic materials can be quickly
stabilized, which is more favorable for experimental operations and heat and mass transfer
analysis, a lot of related studies have been conducted on this type of flame spread. However,
the concurrent-flow flame spread of thermoplastic materials has been little studied due to
the instability of the flame spread process. The main influencing factors in previous studies
on the flame spread are as follows: sample properties (width, angle, and thickness) [96–98],
ceiling properties [99], and ambient conditions [100] (altitude, ambient pressure, micro-
gravity). For the flame spread over thermoplastic material surfaces, the concurrent-flow
flame spread is faster compared to the opposed-flow flame spread because the high tem-
perature smoke would flow through the unburnt portion and the unburnt portion would
receive more heat from the flame and the hot smoke. Whether these physical models can
be applied to different materials depends on the material’s thermal and chemical kinetic
characteristics. The sample thickness affects the simplified models and mechanisms of
flame spread in thermoplastic materials (plate or cylinder). The primary sample properties
(width, angle, thickness, etc.), façade construction, and environmental factors that affected
earlier investigations of vertical flame propagation are also discussed.

This review discusses the combustion behavior and flame spread process of thermo-
plastic materials. The kinetics mechanisms and their development are revealed through
the pyrolysis, the ignition, the melting and dripping, the flame, the burning rate and mass
loss rate, the temperature and heat flow, the gas products, and the flame spread rate of the
thermoplastic materials. In these processes, the influencing factors on the thermodynamic
parameters of thermoplastic material properties are also illustrated in detail, for example,
sample properties, façade structures, ambient conditions, and flame retardant treatment.
The content of this study is shown in Figure 2.
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2. Thermoplastic Materials
2.1. Thermoplastic Materials and Common Types

The term “thermoplasticity” describes a substance’s capacity to flow and deform
when heated and to hold onto a certain shape after cooling. The majority of thermoplastic
linear polymers may be easily molded by extrusion, injection, or blow molding. Linear
or branched polymers can soften and harden repeatedly by heating and cooling within a
certain temperature range.

Thermoplastic materials are possible to classify into general plastics, engineering
plastics, special plastics, etc., based on their functional properties, range of applications, and
ease of forming technology. The widespread application, simple production, and excellent
all-around performance of common plastics are their primary attributes. Polyethylene
(PE), polypropylene (PP), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polystyrene (PS), and acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene (ABS) are famous as the “five general plastics”. The characteristics of
engineering plastics and special plastics are: some structure and performance of polymers
are particularly outstanding, or the molding processing technology is more difficult, often
used in professional engineering or special fields and occasions. The main engineering
plastics are polyamide, polycarbonate (PC), polyurethane (PU), polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), etc., and special plastics, such as the “medical
polymer” class of “synthetic heart valve”, “artificial joint”, etc.

The main thermoplastic materials covered in this review are PMMA (polymethyl
methacrylate), XPS (extruded polystyrene), and EPS (expanded polystyrene). PMMA is a
kind of polymer, also known as acrylic or organic glass, which has many advantages, such
as high transparency, lightweight, low price, easy mechanical processing, etc. PMMA is
frequently used as a material to replace glass. There are two types of polystyrene foam:
expanded EPS and continuous extruded XPS. That is, both extruded and polystyrene
panels are produced with polystyrene resin as raw material. XPS board is a kind of foaming
material that is made by extruding polystyrene, a foaming agent, and a catalyst through
an extruder for continuous extrusion and foaming. Polystyrene board, also known as EPS
board, benzene board, foam board, and extruded polystyrene foam board, is a polystyrene
product made by adding a low boiling point liquid blowing agent to polystyrene beads, and
then pre-foaming, maturing, molding, drying, and cutting. Compared with EPS, XPS has
low thermal conductivity, high heat resistance, low linearity, and low expansion coefficient.
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2.2. Thermal Characteristics of Thermoplastic Materials

Thermoplastic material has the thermal characteristics of room temperature preserva-
tion, melting, flammability, and remolding.

Ambient temperature preservation: Thermoplastic materials can be maintained at
ambient temperatures without a degradation of performance because thermoplastic com-
posites do not need to worry about chemical reactions. This eliminates the need for
refrigerated shipping and refrigeration, which often complicates the logistics of thermoset
composites. More complex parts can also be used since there is no timeout to consider.

Melting: Melting is a process in which the kinetic energy of the thermal motion of
molecules rises as the temperature rises, resulting in the destruction of crystallization and
the transition of the substance from the crystalline to the liquid phase. Simultaneously, the
liquid phase mobility improves and the liquid generated by the melt separates from the
solid and produces molten droplets that fall due to gravity. In a flame, leaking fuel will
create high-temperature combustible material disconnected from the initial place, resulting
in additional flames on the scene and inducing thermal danger to nearby persons and
properties. Thus, this kind of combustion parameter is of vital value to be researched.

Flammability: Flammability is the ability to burn with flame under specified test condi-
tions. It includes the characteristics related to igniting and the ability to sustain combustion.

Remolding: Because thermoplastic resins may be repeatedly heated and cooled with-
out degrading the performance, thermoplastic materials can be remolded and treated.
Broken-down used components can be utilized as feedstock for other procedures, such as
compression molding or injection molding.

3. Combustion of Thermoplastic Materials

Thermoplastic material flame hazards have four aspects: first, thermoplastic materials
increase the flame load of the building; second, thermoplastic materials will also form a flow
of liquid, expanding the scope of the flame; third, the thermoplastic material combustion
accelerates the time of the flame to flashover; fourth, burning thermoplastic materials can
release a lot of harmful fumes and pollutants into the air.

3.1. Pyrolysis Kinetics

The kinetic decomposition can provide insight into the reaction process and mecha-
nism of pyrolysis as well as the reaction rate. Previous studies on pyrolysis kinetics have
been analyzed using the model-free [39,40], model-fitting [39,40], and distributed activation
energy model (DAEM) [40,45] methods, and a few proposed their own models [46].

The activation energy could be calculated using the model-free approach [35] when
the chemical mechanism is not clear. Commonly used methods were the Friedman (FR)
method and the Integration method. Friedman [36] proposed the differential method,
which can be expressed as Equation (4):

ln

[
βi

(
dα
dT

)
α,i

]
= ln[Aαf(α)i]−

Ea

RTα,i
(4)

Integral methods can also be used to describe the activation energy, such as Flynn–
Wall–Ozawa method [37,38]. The Ozawa equation was expressed as Equation (5):

logβ = log
(

AEa

RG(α)

)
− 2.315− 0.4567

Ea

RT
(5)

The model-fitting approach was based on the model-free analysis, assuming a primary
reaction and using simple mathematical fitting methods to obtain the key kinetic parameters
of reactions. There were many model fitting methods, of which Coats and Redfern were
the most commonly used methods [41,42]. The most appropriate model for the pyrolysis
mechanism was determined based on the optimal kinetic parameters.
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Activation energy distribution was first discussed by Vand [43], and then Pitt [44]
further improved the approach. The DAEM approach was proposed based on Equation (6):

α = 1−
∫ ∞

0
exp

[
−
∫ T

T0

A
β

exp
(
−E
RT

)
dT
]

f(E)dE (6)

where f(E) represented the activation energy distribution. Li et al. [45] used DAEM to
reflect the pyrolysis process of several common polymers. The most effective model was
chosen based on the comparison of pertinent parameters in other models.

In the study of FPUF combustion with larger dimensions, Liu [46] proposed a new
model to depict the pyrolysis in combustion, which was schematically shown in Figure 3.
The findings demonstrated that the numerical simulations which employed a model per-
formed better in simulating FPUF combustion under favorable ventilation circumstances.
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In addition, the flame retardant treatment would also affect the pyrolysis kinetics.
For example, Korobeinichev [101] looked into how the PMMA decomposition rate varied
with temperature and heating rates. Adding flame retardant to materials had an effect on
the pyrolysis reaction. It was discovered that the composite formed by adding UiO-66 to
PMMA had a greater apparent activation energy than pure PMMA, indicating that the
mixture had better thermal stability. Stoliarov [102] examined PS and two mixtures of
polystyrene with brominated polystyrene (PSBr), and found that the parameters related to
the pyrolysis kinetic were significantly affected by the flame retardant additives.

3.2. Ignition Time

The time interval between a flashover on the surface and a persistent flame is referred
to as the transitory process of ignition. The ignition time is one way to assess the flamma-
bility of a substance. Gas-phase chemistry has a considerable impact on auto-ignition.
Since the typical process of auto-ignition differs from that of piloted ignition, judgments
concerning piloted ignition cannot always be drawn only based on auto-ignition data.

3.2.1. Mechanism Analysis of Ignition

The pre-ignition and post-ignition states demonstrated the dominant position of small
and large vortices, respectively, demonstrating the change from small to large vortices
because of the heat release [59] as shown in Figure 4. The first ignition was visible towards
the downstream of the fuel due to the lowered typical response time and greater mixing,
and then a flame formed and made flame spread in the opposite direction.

Previous studies usually used critical mass flux [56,57], critical temperature [57,60],
surface combustion traces [10], and the observation of flames on the sample surface [58,59]
as the ignition criteria.
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Of the above, critical mass flux [56,57] and critical temperature [57,60] were widely
used in mechanistic studies. By including a critical mass flow in the analytical model, the
thermal degradation process could be incorporated, and a formula to predict the value of
ignition time could be derived. As a result, the bulk of past theoretical models was built
on this criterion. Bal [54] explained the reason why classical ignition theory fails when
heat flux was high and quantified the effect of black-carbon coating, obtaining a predictive
model as followed.

.
m” =

∫ y=L

y=0
A exp(

−E
RT(y, t)

)wndy (7)

Both linear and quadratic heat fluxes had been studied by Gong who introduced the
thermal degradation process in Lautenberger’s [55] study in 2018 [56] and 2019 [57].

Sample heat transfer progress under rising heat flux was shown in Figure 5. Several
important assumptions and strategies in Gong’s study were shown as follows:
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(1) Only surface absorption was considered, and deep absorption was ignored.
(2) The thermally thick environment was considered. The penetration depth of surface

absorption can be approximated as
√
αt [55].

(3) Convective and radiant heat losses were neglected.
(4) The other temperature factors before ignition and the thermal breakdown reaction

within the material are disregarded and kept constant.
(5) Replacing the simplified approximate expression with the analysis (accurate) tem-

perature distribution.
(6) Substituting the first-order Arrhenian thermal decomposition rate [55].
The equation between the tig and ‘a’ was obtained assuming

.
q′′ig = atig, and the

relationship between t−0.5
ig and

.
q′′ig was shown as follows:

t−1.5
ig =

4a
3
√

πkρCp(Tig − T0)
(8)

t−0.5
ig =

4
.
q”

ig

3
√

πkρCp(Tig − T0)
(9)

Based on the ignition time model derived by Fan [58], ignoring the absorption of solid
and gas, the equation to predict ignition time was established.

√
t′ig −

√
tig =

.
q′′e.pert.(ON)

.
q′′e.const.

√
atig + (1− a)τϕ (10)

3.2.2. Influencing Factors of Ignition Time
Sample Properties

When the sample size decreased, the critical heat flux of both smoldering and flame
ignition rose as shown in Figure 6 [60]. The sample size was demonstrated to have a great
effect on the ignition of smoldering and blazing thermoplastic materials. The critical heat
flux for smoldering and combustion was demonstrated to decrease with increasing sample
size. For bigger samples, this association tended to be weakened.
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Two different ignition patterns of PMMA plates were observed to occur more fre-
quently in the recirculation zone and rarely at the end of the sample where the temperature
was high and the flow rate was low. The increasing of step height extended the ignition
limit and shortened the ignition delay, making it more favorable for ignition [61].
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Ambient Conditions

Previous experiments in Hefei and Lhasa studied the impact factors, such as alti-
tude [85], ambient pressure [10], and oxygen concentration [62]. The decrease in pressure
caused the ignition time to decrease first and then increase until the ignition could not
be achieved [10]. Hefei’s ignition time was shorter than Lhasa’s ignition time [85]. Due
to the interaction between gas-phase O-2 and the polymer chain, it could lead to increas-
ing random shearing and generating functional groups, which initiated depolarization.
This improved method raised the instantaneous gasification rate, resulting in a shorter
ignition time [62].

3.3. Melting and Dripping
3.3.1. Mechanism Analysis of Melting and Dripping

Melting is a process in which the kinetic energy of the molecules rises as the tempera-
ture rises, resulting in the destruction of crystallization and the transition of the substance
from the crystalline to the liquid phase. Simultaneously, the liquid phase mobility improves
and the liquid separates from the solid and produces molten falling droplets due to gravity.
In a fire, the flowing and dropping fuel results in additional flames and induces thermal
danger to nearby humans and properties. Thus, this kind of combustion parameter is of
vital value to be researched. XPS foam is a widely used thermal insulation material because
of its light weight, high thermal performance, strong resistance to corrosion, as well as
low cost. A large number of previous studies had been done on the melting and dropping
behaviors of flame spread on XPS surfaces.

In terms of studying the mechanism of melting and dripping behavior, Zhang et al. [15]
presented three stages of dripping while burning, as illustrated in Figure 7. The preliminary
combustion stage, with no leaking, was the first phase. Stage II was associated with the
beginning and expansion of dripping, while there was no flame detected. The first droplet
indicated the beginning of Stage III, and the time when the pool fire burned out indicated
the end.
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In a word, melting and dripping during combustion have both positive and negative
effects. They can limit the flame spread by eliminating heat and bulk from the pyrolysis
region [103], but can also help the flame spread by igniting nearby objects (e.g., flaming
drops or melt flow) [104,105].

Dripping had two competing impacts on ignitability in terms of Singh’s [103] research.
They found that as the dripping became more prominent, according to the model put
forward by Jian-Tao et al. [106], the thickness of the melting substance in the heated region
decreased, pushing it to heat up rapidly. Instantaneous gasification took place at this
stage, shortening the ignition delay period. It was interesting to note that the dripping
accelerated when the viscosity was low, allowing the melting material to flow out fast
before gasification took place, lowering the risk of an explosion.

The formation and growth of the pool fire is crucial to the downward burning and
dripping. Luo et al. [104,105] investigated the dripping and melting methodologies of XPS
foam downward flame spread. In 2017, they showed how a molten hot liquid layer formed
and developed at the flame front area [63]. Actually, the downward burning over XPS foam
may be seen as a tiny pool fire on top of the solid foam. As the flame front descended, the
nearby solid fuel would melt, adding more liquid fuel to the pool. In 2019, they discovered
that there was an inclination of the melting interface of XPS through experiments. The
molten layer was thicker inside the condensed phase and got thinner near the sample
surface. The melting liquid adhering to the rear wall greatly increased the molten layer’s
thickness [105]. On the basis of the experiment, Luo et al. [104] concluded that the flame
height rose in the stage of liquid fuel buildup, but fell when dripping. The FSR increased
as a result of the melting of liquid fuel.

3.3.2. Influencing Factors of Melting and Dripping

In the aspect of factors influencing the melting, dripping, and flowing characteristics
of substances in combustion, it can be broadly divided into the characteristics of the sample
properties [107] (including geometric dimensions, such as width and thickness, etc.), façade
structure [23,27], external environmental conditions [108] (including ambient wind, oxygen
concentration, and pressure, etc.), and the introduction of flame retardants [109–111].

Sample Properties

A lot of previous studies have studied the effect of sample properties on the melting
and dripping characteristics [107]. In comparison to PP slabs, the PE slabs melt, drip, and
can be ignited earlier. Thinner slabs led to higher dripping frequency and smaller droplet
diameter for both polymers [107]. Compared to the 2 cm and 3 cm samples, the maximum
dripping mass of EPS or XPS was significantly larger when the thickness was 4 cm and
5 cm, which caused more melting material dripping into the pool fire zone [1].

Façade Structures

In studying the influence of the façade structure and characteristics on dripping and
melting methodology of thick PMMA, it was found that the molten layer would not in-
vade the materials for gypsum samples. However, the additional melting liquid was
produced on the aluminum back wall, increasing dropping frequency of the droplets [23].
Xin Ma et al. [27] and Ran Tu et al. [2] conducted an experiment of how a curtain wall
adjacent to a building façade affected the thermal and burning characteristics of flexible
polyurethane insulation (FPU). At later stages of combustion, liquid generated from con-
tinuous melting and dripping behaviors were produced under the positive heat feedback
from inner heat transfer to the still-unfinished ember layer, which was more pronounced
for thinner space between the curtain wall and the samples. When there was no curtain
wall, the melting and dripping behaviors merely occurred occasionally. Since the dripping
phenomena were highly reliant on heat absorbed in the pyrolysis region, the amount of
dripping generally rose, as depicted in Figure 8a, which was connected to the greater heat
buildup by the curtain wall.
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Figure 8. Averaged number of fuel drop drips in each section of 10 cm with (a) increased spacing
and (b) various pressures [2].

Ambient Conditions

Reducing pressure improved the dripping behaviors of three molten fuels [2]. The PE
droplet’s combustion represented the typical d-square regulation, where K = 1.3 mm2/s.
The calculated d-square of each PE droplet is shown in Figure 9. For all trials, the PE
droplet’s d-square fell linearly as time passes and complied with the traditional
d-square regulation [108].
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Flame Retardant Treatment

With the development of technology, building materials are increasingly introducing
flame retardant materials to reduce the combustion performance of insulation materials
to achieve a certain safety performance. Some previous research investigated melting
and dripping characteristics when flame retardants were added into the samples. The
polyurethane sponge (PUS) had a graphene oxide (GO) nanocoating on its surface, which
fully reduced the melt dripping of the sponge when exposed to a direct flame [109]. POG
successfully restrained the melting and controlled the spread of the flames [110]. FR-2 and
PNX were added to the flame-retarded foams to lessen their tendency to drip, and the
PNX-containing foams had a much higher melt viscosity and better dripping behavior [111].

3.4. Flame Appearance

Flame is a common phenomenon in combustion that emits heat and light. The main
flame parameters previously studied were flame shape [69–73] and flame height [74–86].

3.4.1. Mechanism Analysis of Flame Appearance

The study of flame appearance mainly included flame shape and geometry. Among
them, the flame shape can be considerably altered by the material’s geometrical character-
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istics [64] as well as the surrounding wind [65,66], flow field, and magnetic field [67]. At
the same time, many studies had experimentally investigated the flame geometry. Many
empirical equations and phenomenological descriptions had been obtained.

Envelope flames and wake flames were identified as two flame modes [68]. Due to
incomplete combustion of the material, the pressure gradient does not coincide with the
density gradient, which tends to generate vortices and form streak flames [70].

It was found the flame changed from the shape of an inverted W to an inverted V
during the combustion of the sample. The adjacent elevation angle has a non-linear effect
on the flame height, because of the coupled influence of heat transfer, the chimney effect,
and the radiation angle [31].

Most prediction models for flame height were based on the empirical flame
height correlations [74].

Xf = K
.

Q
′n

(11)

KC Tsai [74] presented two new sets of data for measuring
.

Q
′

and Xf, and a prediction
model was obtained experimentally. The study found that the flame height correlates

with
.

Q
′
.

.
Q
′
< 20kW: Xf = 0.018

.
Q
′1.00

(12)

For
.

Q
′
> 20kW : Xf = 0.0667

.
Q
′2/3

(13)

There was also a study of the structure and symmetry of materials. Yan [76] defined
asymmetric factor and geometrical factor and discovered that as the geometrical factor
increased, so did the flame height. According to the data, the fire hazard in U-shape
geometry was far more dangerous than the fire hazard in flat-shape geometry. The flame
height decreased as the asymmetric factor increased.

In addition to the study of flame height, there were also some former studies of flame
thickness. Zhou found the vertical flame thickness rises first and obtains the maximum
value after that falls. The equation among the maximum flame thickness, pyrolysis height,
and width is as follows [77]:

δmax = 0.24x0.51
P w0.32 (14)

The flame spread occurring in two successive modes had been found by Apte [83].
The flame was controlled in the boundary, which was seen as the first mode. It was a
quick increment in the pyrolysis flux, inducing the formation of the plume during the
transition to the second model. According to the study, the flame length xf was larger than

the pyrolysis length. In the second mode, a correlation of xf and the energy release rate
.

Q
′

showed as Equation (15).

xf ∼
( .

Q
′√

U∞

) 1
3

(15)

3.4.2. Influencing Factors of Flame Appearance

Previous research showed that one of the most crucial factors influencing the rate of
vertical flame spread was the flame height. Most of the previous studies measured the
average height of the glowing flame tip using thermocouples.

Sample Properties

Many studies have examined the impact of an inclined angle on flame height. Weiguang
An et al. simplified Quintiere’s correlation relationship of flame height and inclined angle,
the equation was [72]:

xf ∝ (gcos(
π

2
− α))

−1/3
(16)
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The effects of the sample width were examined by Ma and Pizzo [20,81]. They found
when the width of the simple increased, the flame height would be larger. Ma [81] found the
flame height was determined by a coupling effect of width and heat flux and the equation
to predict flame height was shown as follows:

Square : H0 = 0.235
.

Q
2/5
0 − 1.02D (17)

Rectangular : H = 0.035
(
δ

.
Q0/l

)2/3
, n > 3 (18)

There was also a study of air gaps on flame height. Xu [71] analyzed the impact on
flame height considering air gaps (0–18 cm). The result showed the flame height increased
initially and the turning point was approximately between 6 cm and 8 cm, after that it
would decrease when the air gap increased.

Ambient Conditions

Previous studies had examined the influence of altitude and environmental pressure
on flames. Zhao [80] studied theoretically the impacts of sample orientation and a unified
correlation was created to forecast the frequency of flame pulsation:

f = 0.73(g∗/D)0.42 (19)

St = 0.46(1/Fr∗)0.53 (20)

Ma [72] and Gong [4] studied the impact of environmental pressure on flame height
in quiescent air. Based on Gong’s [4] experimental results, Equation (21) could predict the
flame height considering the environmental pressure:

H ∝ p4.27−0.54d (21)

Considering the inclined angle, an empirical relation could be obtained as follow [72]:

H ∝ p0.631−0.006θ (22)

For the same thickness and inclination angle of the sample, the flame height of Hefei
was larger than that of the Lassa and the flame angle was smaller than that of the Lassa [112].

3.5. Burning Rate and Mass Loss Rate
3.5.1. Mechanism Analysis of Burning Rate and Mass Loss Rate

The abilities of a substance affecting the flame growth can be evaluated by lots of key
parameters, including the burning rate (mass burning rate, MBR) and mass loss rate (MLR).
They are crucial to determine the temperatures, lengths, and burnout of flames, all of which
are key characteristics to establish fire development. The burning rate reflects the quantity
of flammable material burned out in a given time, which defines the release of combustible
gaseous products. Many previous studies had studied MBR and MLR [113–115].

It was proposed by Carmignani et al. [113] that there was a correlation between the
burn angle and MBR, from which the MBR could be calculated. In order to characterize the
burn angle as a variable of fuel width, a straightforward phenomenological model, was
then built. This model was successfully utilized to determine the average burning rate. The
mass flow rate entering the control volume is (per unit width):

.
m′in = ρsVfτ (23)

whereas the mass flow rate away is:

.
m′out =

.
m′′outLp =

.
m′′out(τ/sinβ) (24)
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where Lp refers to as the surface of the inclined pyrolysis region, or the hypotenuse of the

triangle-shaped control volume and
.

m′′out is the mass flow (averaged along Lp) exiting
the pyrolysis area surface. Mass continuity must be satisfied:

.
m′in =

.
m′out →

.
m′out = ρsVfsinβ (25)

In 2008, a number of numerical simulations were conducted by Y. Pizzo and J.L. Con-
salvi et al. [114,116] to calculate the steady-state local MBR of burning vertically oriented
PMMA samples. The pyrolysis sheet was segmented into four areas vertically, as shown in
Figure 10 [114]. As it was farther from the front margin, the local MBR showed a power
law-like declination. The exponent for slabs with a width of more than 2.5 cm at the lowest
area (x = 0 to 4 cm) was around −0.35. For 2.5 cm-slabs, the local MBR decreased more
quickly, with a power function relationship of 0.8. The region from x = 10 to 18 cm, where
the local MBR remained constant, was assumed to be the laminar/turbulent transition. The
flow became entirely turbulent and MBR considerably increased with x in the higher zone.
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The average mass flow exiting the burning surface was 9.54 g m−2 s−1, which was
very similar to Singh et al.’s [115] measurement of 9.72 g m−2 s−1. There existed a great
relationship between the MBR and the temperature gradient [115]:

.
m′′

f =
Cs

Lg

(
∂T∗

∂y∗

)
y∗ = 0 (26)

In Figure 11, the local MBR of the vertically oriented methanol and ethanol fires was
highest on the leading edge and gradually decreased as they got closer to the following
edge due to larger temperature gradients, stronger convective heat feedback, and tighter
standoff distances. Additionally, both fuels’ local MBR were almost equivalent to x−1/4.

MLR is defined as the rate of variation in the mass of samples throughout the combus-
tion process over time and represents how much material is thermally cracked, volatilized,
and burned at a specific fire intensity. It is used as a standard to determine when the
stable-stage starts. It was discovered that the changing trend of MLR and maximum flame
height were similar. MLR was observed to change exponentially with time for the first and
the third stages and remained constant for the second [117].
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3.5.2. Influencing Factors of Burning Rate and Mass Loss Rate

A lot of previous research has studied the influencing factors on the burning rate and
MLR. These influencing factors include the sample properties (including fuel coverage, in-
clination angle, etc.) [118,119], the façade structures [120], and the ambient conditions [121].

Sample Properties

To quantify the relationship between MLR and PMMA coverage, a logarithmic relation
was put out in light of theoretical analysis and experimental data fitting [118], where f(F)
was a coefficient,

.
m′′

F = f(F)× .
m′′ (27)

f(F) =
1
F
+ Clog(F) (28)

The inclination angle of fuel significantly also influences the MLR. The MBR in the
steady-state increased with the increasing inclination angle of PMMA samples [119].

Façade Structures

The impact of neighboring façade inclination angles concerning combustion and flame
spread of PU foam was once evaluated in studying the impact of façade structures on
the MBR and MLR [31]. The largest thermal hazards were detected at a critical angle of
around 90◦, which matched with the MLR and flame height trends. As the curtain wall
spacing grew, the MLR climbed initially before decreasing and peaked when the spacing
was 13 mm [30]. When the geometrical factor (dimensionless depth) rose, MLR reached a
limit [76]. The measured upward FSR increased with increasing HRR and decreasing EPS
thickness, which was similar to the thermally thin material [120].

Ambient Conditions

A key factor influencing the flame spread is the ambient wind. The connection
between the horizontal wind speed and the downward burning behavior of FPU was
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concluded [65]. Because of the lowered radiation angle coefficient from the flames, as
well as the flame stripping and cooling effects brought on by increasing wind speed, MBR
and melting/dripping rose firstly and subsequently dropped. It was discovered that the
linear oxygen concentration-dependent behavior of MLR and the slab regression rate
both reduced dramatically with the oxygen concentration [11,12]. Since more solid fuel
volatiles were needed during ignition to maintain a complete reaction, it was discovered
that ignition happened later and MLR rose in an oxygen-poor environment. By affecting
pressure, altitude influences the amount of oxygen in the air, which, in turn, impacts the
behaviors of combustion and flame spread. Upward and lateral FSR at high altitudes was
half of that at a lower height [121]. Junhui Gong et al. [4] studied flame spread at three
altitudes: Lhasa, Hefei, and Xining. As the atmospheric pressure dropped, the MBR also
dropped. The final corrected connection between the MBR and pressure is as follows:

.
m ∝ p1.8 (29)

which was similar to the classical relationship between the pool fire MBR and pressure:

.
m ∝ p1.3 (30)

Mariusz Zarzecki et al. [5] studied how pressure and oxygen contents impact MBR. At
low pressure, MLR dropped along with the MBR. As a result, a power law emerged:

.
m′′ −

.
q′′ ext −

.
q′′ rr

L
= 64

(
p1/2YO2,∞

)1.3
(31)

In studying the impact of external magnetic field gradients on the MBR, Zhang
Zelin et al. discovered that the regression rates varied frequently, ranging from 32.5%
to 10.8% [67]. The MBR was impacted by the magnetic force because it affected the flow
field, which, in turn, influenced how the fuel received heat feedback and changed the tem-
perature distribution. Fei Peng et al. [28,99] discovered that the MLR rose with decreasing
ceiling height. The MBR changed the sample width and a power law was as follows:

.
m/W ∝ W0.136−0.421 sin (θ) (32)

Additionally, the following was the stated exponential connection as Equation (33):

xp ∝ W0.455−0.16 sin (θ) (33)

Flame Retardant Treatment

Stoliarov et al. [122] proposed a method to measure heat release through the incre-
ment of combustion products for materials treated with flame retardant. Based on this
approach, they [123] also measured the mass loss and put forward a relationship between
the burning rate and the flame retardant content through a series of experiments related to
materials consisting of glass fiber-reinforced polybutylene terephthalate, aluminum diethyl
phosphinate, and melamine polyphosphate.

3.6. Temperature and Heat Flow

In the combustion process of materials, temperature and heat flow are often measured
parameters, and many other characteristics can be determined from these two factors.
Thermocouples and thermogravimetric analyzers are standard measuring tools, while laser
holographic interferometry and infrared thermography are also frequently employed to
quantify temperature. In addition, Juste et al. [88] created a new temperature extraction
approach that combined the TFTM and the laser Mohr deflection method. Juste et al. [89]
also conduct the error analysis between the thermocouple data and the new method.
Figure 12 depicts a schematic representation of the Mohr deflection measurement system
for temperature mapping.
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3.6.1. Mechanism Analysis of Temperature and Heat Flow

Lots of scholars have conducted in-depth studies on temperature, Ajay V. Singh
et al. [115] revealed a new relationship between the MBR of solid materials and the material
surface temperature gradient. It could be expressed as Equation (34):

.
m′′

f =
C
L

(
∂T∗

∂y∗

)
y∗=0

(34)

Chu [124] discovered that ablation alters the damaged solid’s depth, which altered
the temperature gradient within the solid. Vermesi et al. [125] encoded a one-dimensional
model that was used to forecast and experimentally verify the temperature distribution at
depth. The equations for mass, species, and energy were detailed in Equations (35)–(37),
respectively.

∂ρ

∂t
= − .

ω′′′g (35)

∂(ρYi)

∂t
= − .

ω
′′′
di (36)

∂
(
ρh
)

∂t
=

∂

∂z

(
k

∂T
∂z

)
+
(
− .
ω
′′′
di

)
∆Hs −

∂
.

q′′r
∂z

(37)

Korobeinichev et al. [126] used a heat and mass transfer-combined model with con-
servation equations for the gas-phase and solid-phase fuel in their study. Equation (38)
described heat transfer in solid fuels.

ρsCs
∂Ts

∂t
=

∂

∂xj
λs

∂Ts

∂xj
+ ρsWsQs (38)

Some scholars have also conducted studies in the presence of wind. When the flame
was growing close to its leading edge, Kudo [127] measured the temperature structure of
the flame. Figure 13 depicted the temperature distribution measured by the temperature
recording method at various reverse flow speeds at the middle of the sample width.
By imposing steady-state pyrokinetics on the surface, Ramagopal Ananth et al. [128]
used an iterative approach to obtain solutions to the Navier–Stokes (NS) equation for the
temperature distribution of a flat PMMA plate. The NS solution demonstrated that, unlike
the classical solution with the boundary layer (BL) approximation, Nu (combustion rate)
was affected by the air velocity and the Reynolds number. As the surface temperature
approached the flame “attachment” point, as shown in Figure 14, it increased abruptly to a
maximum value and then began to decline as the boundary layer grew thicker.
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3.6.2. Influencing Factors of Temperature and Heat Flow

Lots of previous studies had investigated the factors influencing temperature and heat
flow. These influencing factors include sample properties (material width, material thickness,
and inclination angle) [129,130], geometry [131,132], ambient conditions (wind speed, ambient
pressure, magnetic field) [133], and the introduction of flame retardants [111,134].

Sample Properties

In the aspect of studying the sample properties, Weiguang An et al. [129] discovered
that the average maximum flame temperature rose with the increasing sample width in their
investigation of downward flame spread on XPS plates of various widths. Carminani [130]
hypothesized that the average temperature in the pyrolysis region was affected by fuel
thickness and that fuel thickness was inversely related to temperature. This prediction was
verified by numerical solutions.

Façade Structures

In studying geometry as an influencing parameter on temperature, Weiguang An
et al. [129] investigated the impact of sidewalls’ presence or absence on flame spread on
XPS plates in 2014. The results showed that the average maximum flame temperature rose
with sample width and was lower in sidewall-containing samples than in sidewall-free
samples. For the samples with sidewalls, the temperature of the melting phase was higher.
In 2017, Weiguang An et al. [131] investigated their role in the insertion of barrier layer
experiments by varying the length of the barrier layer (L0) and the PS foam below the
barrier layer (L). The area of the high temperature region was found to be affected by the
length ratio (L/L0). Zhou et al. [132] conducted small-scale experiments indoors using EPS
panels to systematically vary the spacing and width of the barriers. It was demonstrated
that the temperature of the intermediate and sidewalls dramatically rose when the barrier
distance grew from 30 cm to 90 cm. A larger barrier spacing implied a larger fuel width,
which led to a higher flame temperature.

Ambient Conditions

The ambient winds play an important role in the temperature. Zhou [65] investigated
the temperature field at various wind speeds in an experimental study. The maximum
temperature on both sides of the flame spread was nearly identical in the absence of wind.
The results showed that temperature increased as the wind speed increased and that the
windward zone had a lower temperature than the leeward area. Because of the intermittent
flame immersion and the cooling influence of side wind, on the leeward side compared to
the windward side, the near-field temperature was just a little higher. Some studies had
also been conducted at different altitudes. Ma et al. [29] conducted experiments at different
ambient pressures at Hefei (99.8 kPa) and Lhasa altitudes. The outcomes demonstrated that
in the low-pressure environment, the maximum flame temperature was higher. Figure 15
depicted the axial temperature in the plume region. Other scholars had also conducted
related studies at both locations. Li [133] discovered that the flame temperature was higher
in Lhasa than it was in Hefei. Weiguang An [129] found that the flame temperature was
higher at lower elevations than it was at higher elevations. In studying the magnetic field
as an influence on temperature, the experimental research by Zhang et al. [67] revealed that
the magnetic fields can modify the flow field to change the temperature distribution.

Flame Retardant Treatment

The addition of ATH to stiff polyurethane foam (PUF) as a flame retardant reduced
the temperature around the material through heat absorption breakdown, according to
combustion studies on PUF filled with a mixture of ATH and TPP [134]. Phosphoric acid
ester (FR-2) was added to flexible polyurethane foam (FPUF) as a flame retardant [111].
The overlap of polymer decomposition and organophosphorus FR volatilization was found
and the pyrolysis temperature decreased with an increasing amount of FR.
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3.7. Gas Products

Various gaseous products can be produced during various combustion and pyrolysis
experiments, which can be measured using the appropriate instrumentation. The composi-
tion and content of these gas products can be used to describe the degree of combustion.

3.7.1. Mechanism Analysis of Gas Products

Most of the mechanistic studies of gaseous products were based on experiments of
flame spread. Korobeinichev et al. [90] measured the spatial variation of species concen-
trations in a flame using four PMMA samples. O2, CO2, and N2 were the primary gases
of the flame. The concentration distribution of these substances determined the chemical
composition of the flame. Shaklein et al. [91] conducted a numerical study through the heat
and mass transfer-combined model of gas phase and solid fuel, which used a gas-phase
two-step reaction mechanism. The pyrolysis of solid fuels produces gaseous products
on the combustion surface. Such a relatively high-weight hydrocarbon decayed into a
low-weight gas in the first reaction step, and then reacted with surrounding oxidants in the
second reaction step. Gas-phase reactions rates were expressed as Equations (39) and (40):

W1 = k1YF1 exp(−E1/R0T) (39)

W2 = k2YF2YO exp(−E2/R0T) (40)

3.7.2. Influencing Factors of Gas Products

The generation of gas products is influenced by several aspects, including the sample
properties (material placement angle) [135], ambient conditions (ignition position) [136],
and flame retardants [137–139].
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Sample Properties

PMMA samples in both the horizontal and vertical orientations were used in ex-
perimental and theoretical research under self-ignition conditions [135]. The findings
demonstrated that vertical samples had lower CO yields and higher CO2 yields than
horizontal samples.

Ambient Conditions

In an experiment, Wang et al. [136] conducted ignition at three places to analyze the
influence of ignition locations on smoke generation. The findings indicated that the center
to lower edge of the ignition position produced the maximum CO concentration.

Flame Retardant Treatment

The generation of gas products can also be affected by flame retardants. Combustion
tests of flame retardant polyurethane foams [135] revealed a significant reduction in CO
and CO2 generation compared to pure PU foams. The hybrid material was developed by
changing the mixing ratio of polyisocyanate and sodium silicate solution [137]. This hybrid
material produced less CO2 and carbon monoxide than rigid polyurethane. A variety of
novel APEA flame retardants were made by using different mass ratios of ATH [138]. It
was found that the addition of ATH formed more phosphorus-containing cross-linked
carbon and aromatic carbon during combustion, which effectively reduced heat release
and smoke generation. Another study added a flame retardant coating to the surface of
RPUF [139] and found that the coated RPUF had a lower total smoke output compared to
pure RPUF.

4. Flame Spread of Thermoplastic Materials
4.1. Natural Horizontal Flame Spread

The flame spread was a consequence of a series of complex physical and chemical
changes together, including solid pyrolysis, combustion and thermal diffusion of com-
bustible gases, and heat conduction. Meanwhile, the complexity of the flame spread process
was also influenced by many other factors. Theoretical models were usually studied in two
categories: gas-phase models and solid-phase models.

4.1.1. Mechanism Analysis of Natural Horizontal Flame Spread

Karpov [140] analyzed the natural flame spread over PMMA by describing a model of
thermal feedback and mass transfer.

Gas-phase equations:

γ =
1
2

(
∑γiXi +

1
∑γiXi

)
(41)

Heat and mass transfer in solid-phase:

Vs(x) =
∫ 0

−Ls(x)

Wsdy (42)

Combustion and pyrolysis model:

Ws = (1− α)nks exp(−Es/R0Ts) (43)

Radiation model:
∂

∂Xj
qr

j = k
(

4σT4 −G
)

(44)

Boundary conditions:

− ρD
∂Yi

∂y
+ ρvYi = 0, i = {O, P} (45)
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Combustion in narrow channels between parallel plates has been performed. The
natural convection is suppressed in this experimental setup that reproduces the formation
of a finger pattern under normal gravity [141,142]. Subsequently, Matsuoka [143] found
that on non-carbon ring materials, the early uniformity of the flame front decomposed into
many small tips and then showed finger patterns when it approached nearly the extinction
limit. This is the first time that finger patterns over the thick sample had been found, though
this finger pattern had already been found in the thin sample [144]. Based on previous
studies about the Lewis number, Kuwana [93–95] proposed the effective Lewis number [92]:

Leeff,mod = Le− 2
β

(
lnU−1 +

k
U2

)
(46)

4.1.2. Influencing Factors of Natural Horizontal Flame Spread

The former studies of natural horizontal flame spread are mainly as follows: sam-
ple properties (width, angle, and thickness) [96–98], ceiling properties [99], and ambient
conditions [100] (altitude, ambient pressure, and microgravity).

Sample Properties

On one hand, the sample’s moisture content can consume some of the heat to reduce
the FSR. On the other hand, the moisture content increases the convective heat transfer,
which could lead the FSR to increase [96].

The impact of the sample’s inclined angle on FSR had been studied by Weiguang
An [22] and Chen [97] et al. Weiguang An [22] found the FSR first decreased and then
increased as the width of the sample increased when the sample’s angle was smaller. And
this trend was contrary when the sample’s angle was larger. Chen [97] obtained a model to
predict the value of Vf:

Vf = sin1/2 θ (47)

At the same time, Weiguang An [22] obtained an equation to estimate the flame spread
rate considering an inclined angle.

Vf = ce−psinα(α/2) (48)

Moreover, ceiling flame and floor flame were the typical scenarios for the basic dif-
fuse combustion problem and horizontal flame spread. The concurrent floor and ceiling
flame spread models were shown in Figure 16. Ma [98] found the FSR increased as the
sample thickness decreased. Sample thickness has a greater impact on ceiling flames than
floor flames.

Ambient Conditions

The flame spread under the ceiling was also studied by many people. Peng [28]
proposed that the FSR of a narrow sample tends to decrease and then increase with the
increase of ceiling inclination angle, but the FSR over a wider sample decreased with the
increase of ceiling inclination angle. The burn rate was a power function of sample width.
The equation was shown as follows:

m/W ∝
.

W
0.136−0.421sinα

(49)

The empirical model for predicting the pyrolysis length considering the couple influ-
ence of sample width and the ceiling inclination angle was shown as follows:

xp ∝ W0.455−0.16sinα (50)

Because the burning zone increased with a decrease in ceiling height, this meant that
the convective heat flow would drop significantly with a decrease in ceiling height, and
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it would also lead the flame spread rate decrease. The inclination curve progressively
became flat and finally disappeared when the ceiling height increased. The increased
radiant heat feedback, it could be said, mostly accounted for the rise in flame spread rate.
In Hefei, FSR increased when the sample width increased and decreased as the ceiling
height increased [99]. The relationship between the FSR and simple width in Lhasa was
contrary to that in Hefei.
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According to the former study, Zhou [100] found the FSR decreased when the sample
width increased and proposed a negative power function relationship considering altitude:

Vf ∝ W−m (51)

Plus, a relationship between FSR and altitude is the same as that of sample width.

Vf ∝ P−j (52)

For the same thickness of the sample, the FSR at the low altitude is smaller than
that at the high altitude [145]. Both FSR and LBR decreased obviously in low pressure
environments. The FSR was a function of the 2/3 power of environmental pressure [146].
Regardless of the altitude, the FSR was proportional to the external radiation intensity [147].

Combustion of thermoplastic materials under oxygen-limited conditions leads to the
formation of finger patterns [148]. Once it occurs, it will result in a serious flame. This was
the reason why it was important to study this.

Thereafter, the small flames are called fingers, regardless they are induced by combus-
tion or smoldering combustion. Kuwana et al. [93–95] modified the theory of the Lewis
number and proposed the impactive Lewis number [92] as the dominating factor. It will
form a finger pattern and the impact of convection on finger pattern formation is small
when the Lewis number is less than 1. Furthermore, the theory of Kuwana [149] about
smoldering was improved and the modified impactive Lewis number had been proposed
according to Kuwana’s theory:

Leeff,mod = Le− 2
β
(lnU−1 +

k
U2 ) (53)

Here, the Lewis number is Le = α
D .
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Flame Retardant Treatment

The heat flux is affected by the sand layer, and the heat flux can affect FSR [150].
FSR increased as the sand size increased and decreased as the sand thickness increased.
Trubachev [73] found that the PMMA +10%TPP was an available retardant measure using
a restriction of the gas-phase combustion reaction.

4.2. Horizontal Concurrent-Flow Flame Spread

Because of the existence of ambient winds, the flame spread will pass a transition
process to a new steady state. However, this transition has very rarely been studied,
although it occurs frequently in many flame events.

4.2.1. Mechanism Analysis of Horizontal Concurrent-Flow Flame Spread

The behavior of the transition phase in horizontal flame spread under concurrent-flow
was studied experimentally [151]. The progress of concurrent-flow flame spread was shown
in Figure 17.
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The thickness of the rear end of the fuel was reduced during the transition stage,
resulting in a faster return at the back end of the sample. When airflow was present, the
sample thickness end reduced, increasing the

.
q′′f.c to the pyrolysis rear. Both the evolution

of the fuel-rear regression rate and influence factors (opposing air flow, sample thickness,
and pyrolysis duration) changed during the whole transition stage. The shift for fuel-rear
regression rate was obviously longer than the FSR. The fuel-rear regression rate obtained
the maximum value when the simple thickness was very thin, and then, it will become a
fixed value.

4.2.2. Influencing Factors of Horizontal Concurrent-Flow Flame Spread

The previous literature of horizontal concurrent-flow flame spread is mainly focused
on sample width [152], microgravity [86], and ambient airflow velocity [153].

Sample Properties

The impacts of the width of the sample on flame spread under concurrent flow were
studied [152]. For samples with a width of ≥10 cm, the flame spread showed a weak
relationship with the width of sample.

Ambient Conditions

The process of flame spread was complicated by the interaction of flow rate, turbulence
intensity, and oxygen content. Y. H. Chao et al. [154] investigated the FSR, flame duration,
surface heat flow, waste gas temperature, combustion by-products, and smoke using
fuel (PMMA). A flow’s oxygen contents–mass equilibrium was also used to get a flame
length expression. This expression produced good heat flux and flame length correlations,
especially when the flow rates were high where buoyancy was less of a factor, and full
combustion took place at high oxygen concentrations. Microgravity tests performed by
Yanjun Li et al. [86] illustrated how confinement affects the burning behavior of polymeric
solids. Through the use of parallel, double-sided, and single-sided samples, three distinct
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burning situations were evaluated. Across the examined range, the same limited situation,
flame height, and FSR were positively related to the flow velocity. The flame length and
FSR originally increased when confinement (or H) climbed before decreasing. Additionally,
the quenching flow speed decreased when H fell before ultimately rising.

4.3. Horizontal Opposed-Flow Flame Spread
4.3.1. Mechanism Analysis of Horizontal Opposed-Flow Flame Spread

The heat regime was regarded as an important regime, so De Ris and Delichatsios [155,156]
proposed a solution for the FSR, respectively. When the flow velocity of the air was very
small, the length where the oxidizer passed through is:

Lg = αg/Vg (54)

The residence time the oxidizer passed through is:

tres ≈ Lg/Vg =αg /V2
g (55)

It was fast enough for combustion and pyrolysis. At the same time, Vg was assumed
to be very high and tres was quite tiny by comparison with the radiation time [157]. A
balance between heat transfer and the energy required to make the sample from T∞ to
Tv could provide the same result as De Ris and Delichatsios [155,156]. The FSR was not
influenced by flow velocity Vg, inversely, it was influenced by the sample thickness, and
was directly proportional to the sample thickness and the De Ris factor F.

F = (Tf − Tv)/(Tv − T∞) (56)

Bhattacharjee derived an expression for the diffusivity of convective flame diffusion
for thin and thick fuels under microgravity conditions using a simplified analysis [158].

Figure 18 showed that when the thickness of the fuel was fixed, the oxygen levels
required to maintain a stable spread decreased as Vg increased. When the value of Vg was
fixed, the limiting oxygen content increased as long as R0 < 1. As y02,∞ decreased, the value
of R0 increased until R0 = ng = 1. So, thickness had no influence on flammability limits if
R0 ≥ 1.
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The equation of the FSR over thermally thin samples could be shown as follow:

Vf,thermal =
π

4
λg

ρsCsτ
F (57)

where,

F ≡ Tf − Tv

Tv − T∞
(58)

FSR in the radiative regime was shown as follow:

Vf.rad ∼ Vf.thermal

(
1− R0

ng

)
(59)

4.3.2. Influencing Factors of Horizontal Opposed-Flow Flame Spread
Sample Properties

Flame spread over the sample with different thicknesses in an opposed flow had been
studied by Hossain [159]. When the sample thickness was lower than 12.1 mm, they were
completely burned out when the flow rate was >30 cm/s, which meant the critical flow
rate was 30 cm/s. In this range, flame spread may be independent of the flow rate: this
was determined as a regressive combustion regime. The samples with 24.5 mm thickness
did never burned out in Hossain’s study, but they reached a regressive burning regime
when the velocity reached 41.4 cm/s. Figure 19 shows the opposed-flow velocities and
surface velocities.
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The decrease in the sample temperature and the temperature of the incoming oxidizer
at the flame front caused a decrease in the local FSR along the flame spread distance. In ad-
dition, the FSR decreased as the local Brot number increased when the sample temperature
was the same [160].

Ambient Conditions

In space, thin thermoplastic materials were ignited in a flow tunnel under opposed flow [161].
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Figure 20 showed that the estimated flame’s length (about 40 mm) almost matched
the size of the top view of the flame.
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Figure 20. Computational flame shapes and experimental flame shapes [161].

It was found that the flame color changed from yellow to blue with the decreasing
flow rate under microgravity conditions. The yellow flame was mainly caused by the
soot radiation. As the flow rate decreased further, the flame became longer, and its shape
became more spherical. The blue flame in microgravity showed a lower concentration of
soot in the flame compared with that under normal gravity.

4.4. Vertical Concurrent-Flow Flame Spread
4.4.1. Mechanism Analysis of Vertical Concurrent-Flow Flame Spread

Flame spread is usually categorized as either concurrent-flow flame spread or opposed-
flow flame spread. The flow direction opposes the direction of oxygen diffusion, resulting
in a constant FSR. However, there was considerably less knowledge about concurrent-
flow flame spread over vertically oriented surfaces driven by buoyancy. To calculate the
pyrolysis front spread rate, transient temperature profiles are necessary. An automated
infrared imaging system, as shown in Figure 21, was applied by A. Arakawa et al. [162] to
gather 2D wall surface temperature data in a rather wide area and solve the implementation
and ocular observation challenges. The system successfully avoided flame interferences,
and measured the temperature distribution the of flame-heated wall from which the spread
rate was calculated. It was a novel experimental measuring approach for wall flames.
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A roughly resembling solution using a subtitling coordinate framework near the
pyrolysis front was the basis for early theoretical predictions of turbulent flame spread.
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Additionally, the heat conduction equations in the steady-state solid phase were found by
assuming a material that was either thermally thin or thick. Delichatsios, Ma et al. [163]
used a numerical simulation and similarity solutions for vertical concurrent-flow flame
spread to predict and analyze upward FSR on PMMA. The following coordinate system
could be used to indicate the location of the pyrolysis front:

Zp

l
= fcn

(
t
τp

,
zpo

l

)
(60)

where τp is a characteristic pyrolysis/ignition time:

τp =
π

4
kρc
(
Tp − T∞

)2[ .
q′′ − 0.64σ

(
Tp4 − T∞4

)]2 (61)

A combustion-related length scale:

l =

( .
q′′ net∆Hc

∆Hv

1
ρ∞cgT∞

√g

)2

(62)

and zpo is the initially pyrolyzing region.

.
q′′ net =

.
q′′w − σ

(
Tp

4 − T∞
4
)

(63)

and for Zp< 1.8m,
.

q′′w ≈ 26kW/m2 is essentially independent of material. Quintiere,
J.Q. et al. [164] used a Volterra integral equation and a transient, non-charring burning rate
model to solve the upward FSR and researched the impact of ignitor properties and burning
duration on upward wall flame spread. Consalvi, J.L. et al. [165] presented a thorough
study of the heat-up of the unburned material during vertical concurrent-flow flame spread
over PMMA. The entire wall heat flow distribution was scaled appropriately based on:

ξ =
(
x− xp

)
/
(
xfl − xp

)
(64)

allowing the location of the plume zone above 1.6 and the intermittent flame region between
0 and 0.4. Both continuous and intermittent flames were crucial for heating the unburned
solid fuel.

Direct numerical simulation (DNS), a technique of availability of high-performance
computing, broke the limits of pre-existing models of flame spread. To model concurrent-
flow flame spread on PMMA at varied inclination degrees, a fully connected 2D fluid-solid
DNS methodology was created, which reduced computing costs compared to the DNS [166].

4.4.2. Influencing Factors of Vertical Concurrent-Flow Flame Spread

The characteristics of vertical concurrent-flow flame spread are influenced by a lot of
factors, including the sample properties (width and thickness, inclination, etc.) [167–172] and
external conditions (façade structures and ambient conditions including oxygen concentra-
tion, etc.) [173–180].

Sample Properties

In aspects of the sample properties, Kuang-Chung Tsai et al. [19] and Y. Pizzo et al. [20]
studied the effect of a material’s width on the flame spread on PMMA. Kuang-Chung Tsai
et al. found that FSR and width had a power relationship of 0.35, with broader flames
spreading more quickly than narrower ones. Y. Pizzo et al. [20] observed a change in
the flame’s laminar to a turbulent state for narrower slabs. The FSR declined with the
increasing slab width. The HRR per unit width was found to be much lower at w = 0.025 m,
which, in return, resulted in a drop in flame height. Yang Zhou et al. [169] discovered that
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using a modified Rayleigh number, the befitting relationships between pyrolysis length
and flame length may be identified and categorized according to the sample inclination
angle. At 10◦ to 40◦, 50◦ to 70◦, and over 80◦, respectively, the derived equations relating
flame height and HRR per unit width have power exponents of n = 1, n < 1, and n > 1.
Additionally, the dimensionless MLR, which itself was proportional to the 1/4 power, and
the revised Rayleigh number were nearly inversely related. There was a nearly exponential
connection between sine of the inclination angle and the vertical concurrent-flow FSR.

A hazardous flame configuration is one in which the flame spread and the direction of
the induced airflow are the same in vertical concurrent-flow flames spread across discrete
fuel arrays. Colin H. Miller et al. [170] investigated vertical arrays of alternate PMMA
lengths for the spread of vertical concurrent-flow flame on distinct fuels. The FSR was
maximum when f = 0.67, potentially as a result of a postponed barrier layer thickening
or growing air entrainment. Arrays with f ≤ 0.5 experienced a drop in FSR. Rongwei
Bu et al. [172] and Zhe Wang et al. [171] both studied the cumulative impact of array
fuel bed width, n, and fuel inclination angle over discrete PMMA and XPS, respectively.
When n > 1, the average FSR was shown to have nothing to do with n. When n > 5, air
entrainment limited the MLR per total mass. Additionally, there was a definitely positive
association between fuel coverage and the FSR [21]. The FSR increased when the inclination
angle ≤ 90◦. The average flame height, FSR, and melt zone length all reduced as the
inclination angle rose. An empirical equation relating the FSR and inclination angle is
as follows:

vf ∝ cos
π

2
− θ

4
5 Lxp

2
5 (65)

Additionally, it was discovered that when the inclination angle grew, the predominant
mode of heat transmission switched from radiant to convective [172].

Façade Structures

The façade structures include the existence and the spacing of curtain walls, and the
existence of concave (U-shaped) structures, etc. Weiguang An et al. [173] conducted an
experimental analysis of the behavior of XPS’s vertical concurrent-flow flame spread with
a changing curtain wall shielding rate in a vertical-oriented channel. At the location in
the channel center, 2 cm out from the XPS surface, the maximum temperature initially
rose and then decreased as the curtain wall shielding rate increased. The former was
greater than the latter. When the shielding rate grew, so did the average flame height and
FSR. In addition, Weiguang An et al. [174] experimentally studied the combing effects of
structure factor (Π) of the channel and curtain wall coverage rate (r). Upward FSR firstly
decreased and then inclined as r increased. While 0 ≤ r < 0.2, the inhibiting influence of
channel on air entrainment dominated. When 0.2 ≤ r ≤ 0.8, what dominated was the heat
feedback from the curtain wall, FSR increased with increasing Π. The influence of Π on
FSR was not significant when r = 0. Hui Zhu et al. [84] studied how the wall and thin
fuel spacing influenced vertical concurrent-flow flame spread. The pyrolysis height and
burnout length both exhibited the law of firstly rising followed by dropping with increasing
separation. Due to increased radiation fluxes, the MLR attained its maximum, where the
ratio of wall spacing/sample height was with a value of 0.065. To study the concave
(U-shaped) façade structure, the sidewall structures were required to be researched first.
Kuang-Chung Tsai [32] performed experiments without sidewalls using PMMA slabs with
different widths and proposed a hypothesis of the sidewall effects as shown in Figure 22.
When there were no sidewalls, the width effects continued to exist. Wider flames had a
higher flame height and FSR. Sidewalls prolonged flame heights in comparison to flames
without sidewalls. The narrower flames with less heat feedback along the flame centerline
had larger FSR.
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When studying the influence of concave structure on vertical concurrent-flow flame
spread, Weiguang An et al. [33] found a considerable variation in the XPS flame front,
whereas the pyrolysis front movement was largely steady. FSR increased at a rate of 27.76%
when G increased from 0 to 0.8, but only at a rate of 7.33% when G increased from 0.8 to
1.6. Additionally, as illustrated in Figure 23, a prediction model was developed to assess
how the concave shape affected the XPS’s flame spread properties. The material surface
and sidewall were flush in Figure 23a. In this condition, the pyrolysis region height was
xp0, and the flame height was xf0. In Figure 23b, the sidewall width was larger than d.
A dimensionless upward FSR formula under the U-shaped structure was proposed by
Weiguang An et al.:

vfu
vf0
≈ 1− F(Π)

1− F(0)
.
U2 − k4

−1/2n1U1/n1 xf0
1/2n1−1

1− xp0/xf0
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To further investigate the impact of the U-shaped structure, it was discovered that
the upward FSR and XPS’s flame height both rose together with the geometrical form
factor [175]. In addition, the impact of the concave façade geometry on the upward
spreading flame at different altitudes was studied and a chimney-like effect theory was put
forward. In both plain and plateau, the FSR and the MLR both increased with the growth
of the U-shaped geometry factor [6]. PMMA heat transmission and upward flame spread
under various U-shaped construction parameters were explored by Weiguang An et al. [34].
FSR increased as Π rose for Π < 1 and tend to be unchanged for Π ≥ 1. Theoretically, the
flame height and pyrolysis length were correlated as follows:

xfu= 1.639 xpu (67)
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which basically matched with experimental data when Π was equal to 0.4 or Π was equal
to 1.6.

Ambient Conditions

In studying the influence of altitudes and oxygen contents on vertical concurrent-
flow flame spreading behaviors, experiments of PMMA vertically concurrent-flow flame
spreads were done in Hefei and Lhasa [177]. The transitional, laminar, and turbulent
flow zones, respectively, corresponded to the three stages of the flame spread. Compared
to Hefei, the change to a turbulent flow spent more time in Lhasa. Since there was less
heat flow due to the lower pressure, FSR in Lhasa was almost half that of Hefei. Xinjie
Huang et al. [7,176] found that the FSR decreased as the altitude increased. Later, while
the pyrolysis front was at its sluggish stage, FSR accelerated at high altitude. The smoke
produced in the pool fire zone influenced on the oxygen content in the air entrainment,
and XPS occurred on the plateau, leading to extinction and secondary ignition. The FSR
of EPS increased as the inclination angle increased in Hefei and Lhasa as well. To provide
a thorough grasp of how sample inclination and ambient pressure interact to affect how
flames spread across RPU foam, Yang Zhou et al. [7] found the suppression phenomena
under the competing impact of surface charring, gas-phase heat transport, and the critical
extinction angle was: θcrit, max was equal to 85◦ when P was equal to 100.8 kPa; theta
(crit, max) was equal to 60◦, θcrit, min was equal to 25◦ when P was equal to 65.5 kPa. An
incremental correlation to assess the FSR was constructed according to the laminar and
turbulent flow modes. As a further comparative research of Yang Zhou et al.’s previous
work, three pressures and four inclination angles on the surface of the fuel were applied by
Ran Tu et al. [8], respectively. To demonstrate the trend of FSR using pressure, inclination,
and other variables, a semi-quantitative connection was devised and established.

Flammable thermoplastics were commonly employed in manned space travel in
microgravity, resulting in fire danger. Future exploration mission design has given careful
emphasis to spacecraft flame safety. Because of the weak buoyancy flow and the longer
flame preheating period, microgravity flame spread occurs more quickly than that in
normal gravity [180]. Concurrent-flow flame spread experiments using PMMA samples
were conducted by Thomsen, Maria et al. [178], David L. Urban et al. [179], and Sandra L.
Olson et al. [64] aboard the Cygnus spacecraft to fill in gaps in the existing understanding
of solid fuel burning in microgravity. The studies of Thomsen, Maria et al. [178] in 2019
demonstrated that the decrease of pressure decreased FSR. The PMMA surface was covered
with flames that were similar to those in microgravity. The extension of the connection
to low pressures accurately estimated the FSR reported in the Safflame II experiments
in microgravity. “Safflame” was employed by David L. Urban et al. [179] to study large-
scale flame spread on cotton-fiberglass fabric. At normal gravity on Earth, the vertical
concurrent-flow flame spread was commonly seen to be accelerated, causing the flame size
to grow over time. In 2020, Sandra L. Olson et al. [64] discovered that microgravity flames
formed a constant size for a fixed forced convective flow where buoyant flow accelerated
upward flame development.

4.5. Vertical Opposed-Flow Flame Spread

Vertical opposed-flow flame spread (e.g., downward flame spread) is slow compared
to vertical concurrent-flow flame spread because the high temperature smoke does not flow
through the unburned portion and the unburned portion receives less heat. There have been
numerous investigations into the opposed-flow flame spread of thermoplastic materials.

4.5.1. Mechanism Analysis of Vertical Opposed-Flow Flame Spread

The specimens are often separated into thermally thick and thermally thin specimens.
Thickness-wise, the temperature distribution of thermally thin specimens is essentially
uniform, while that of thermally thick specimens is not. Bhattachariee et al. [181] gave
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diffusivity data in the thermal state. The thickness of the transition zone between the thin
and thick fuel zones was described as:

τcrit = 2
τVf,Thin

Vf,Thick
(68)

Mamourian et al. [182] calculated flame diffusivity as a function of plate thickness
using a heat transfer model. It was found that a flame spreading downward on a thin
plate of arbitrary thickness at the flame’s bottom flame fixation coordinates. FSR could be
estimated from the following relation:

Vf ∝ FTFcFsαs

(
1
Ls

+
C1

αsCs

1
Tp − T∞

)
(69)

An unsteady-state combustion model with mixed convection was created by Wu et al. [183],
which was a modification of the model created by Lin and Chen [184].

In studying the combustion angle mechanism, Thomas Delzeit et al. [185] found that
edge flames had significantly higher diffusivity in samples without edges. This primarily
depended on the fuel’s thickness and interior edge angle. In 2018, Carmigani et al. [113]
used a simplified theory to relate the total and average MBR to the burning angle and FSR.
A straightforward model could be created to determine the average MBR using solid fuels’
mass balance and control volumes. Carmignani [130] proposed a phenomenological model
in 2020 that used the combustion angle as a parameter to describe the counterflow flame
spread. The experimental findings demonstrated that the combustion angle increased along
with fuel thickness.

4.5.2. Influencing Factors of Vertical Opposed-Flow Flame Spread

Numerous factors affect the opposed-flow flame spread characteristics, including the
sample properties (width, thickness, and inclination angle) [186–190], façade structure [191–193],
external conditions (ambient pressure, magnetic field, microgravity) [194–197], and the
introduction of flame retardants [198].

Sample Properties

In studying sample properties as an influence on downward flame spread, Gong et al. [17]
found a linear relationship between width and MLR for a fixed thickness, as shown in
Figure 24. It had been found that there was a tendency to increase the pyrolysis front for
different widths under limited conditions [186], and the flame height increased exponen-
tially with width. MBR and flame length increased with increasing sample width [29]. As
the PUR sample width reduced, the dimensionless flame height did as well. When the
flame travels downward at a pressure lower than atmospheric pressure, this relationship
can be utilized to determine the flame height [187].
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In studying material thickness as an influence on downward flame spread, Ayani [188]
proposed a heat transfer model to investigate the heat transfer rate of non-coking materials
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in an experimental study. The FSR was discovered to decrease with increasing sheet thick-
ness in accordance with the model and experimental findings. An et al. [78] experimentally
studied that in most cases, increasing the sample thickness resulted in an increase in the
average MLR per unit thickness, while all conditions resulted in an increase in the average
FSR of molten XPS. The sample thicknesses and FSR were as follows:

vf = A(1− exp(−Cd)) (70)

In studying the inclination angle as an influence on downward flame spread, Huang [176]
discovered that in Lhasa and Hefei, the downward FSR of EPS increased with the increasing
inclination angle, whereas the opposite was true for XPS. Zhou et al. [189] found that when
the slope was less than the transition angle, there was a linear relationship between the FSR
of RPU and XPS foam and the sine square root of the sample inclination angle. Ma et al. [29]
discovered that the flame length and burning rate first reduced and then subsequently
increased when the inclination angle increased. Due to the large asymmetric entrainment
brought on by the rise in inclination angle, Tu et al. [3] discovered that the average flame
length in the stable combustion phase initially reduced and then grew with the increasing
inclination angle.

Façade Structures

In studying façade structure as an influence on downward flame spread, An et al. [78]
investigated the impact of sidewalls’ presence or absence on downward flame spread
and discovered that molten XPS without sides had higher MLR per unit thickness, aver-
age FSR, and mass growth rates than those with sidewalls. Periodic variations in flame
height were observed in the case with sidewall openings, which did not occur in the case
without openings [192]. The effect of vertical channels with different structural factors
(α, i.e., sidewall width/façade width) on these properties was also investigated by An
et al. [190]. As α grew, the flame height first lowered and then rose, which was attributed
to a similar trend in the rate of induced airflow in the channel. Temperatures on the curtain
wall surface (mean value) and in the channels both decreased with increasing structure
factor. Pan et al. [191] conducted experiments using pure PMMA with various spacings and
discovered that the average flame height decreased as the spacing increased; the average
pyrolytic expansion rate gradually rose with distance until it reached its maximum at a
separation of 13 mm. The average pyrolytic spreading rate gradually decreased when the
distance exceeded 13 mm. When Zhu et al. [30] varied the distance between PMMA plates
and walls, they discovered that the MLR initially rose and then subsequently fell as the
distance increased. An experimental study was done by Ma et al. [27] to determine how
curtain walls parallel to the façade affected the thermal and combustion characteristics of
FPU. The findings demonstrated that the confinement effect, chimney effect, and changes
in related heat transfer brought on by the curtain wall all interacted to influence how flame
spread through the interlayer behaves.

Ambient Conditions

In studying ambient pressure as an influence on downward flame spread, Zhao ex-
perimentally found that the FSR increased with increasing ambient pressure [193], and
pressure also caused an exponential increase in the heat flux at the pyrolysis and warmed
region [194]. Ma’s experimental findings [29] demonstrated that as ambient pressure and
flame temperature grew, so did the combustion rate, average FSR, and flame length. A
power law series of combustion rate versus pressure was developed [72], with an expo-
nential range of 0.61 to 1.39. Additionally, Gong et al. [4] also experimentally concluded
that the combustion rate rose as ambient pressure increased. The results of Maria Thom-
sen [195] showed that the reduction in environmental pressure slowed down the expected
flame spread process. Maria Thomsen and colleagues [196] also studied how external
radiant heating affected the downward flame spread of cylindrical PMMA samples. The
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results revealed that the amount of radiant heating present had a significant effect on the
measured FSR.

In studying microgravity as an influence on downward flame spread, Sidebotham’s [197]
microgravity studies found no distinction between normal and microgravity circumstances
in terms of FSR for flow rates greater than 5.2 cm/s. FSR in vertical experiments conducted
at 0.5 atm did not differ between normal and microgravity circumstances. In a microgravity
environment, Bhattacharjee [157] compared the experimental results of flame spread on
PMMA plates in static downward and convective configurations. The results showed
that the data for downward diffusion in ambient air showed a good correlation with the
microgravity data (within the experimental uncertainty), demonstrating that the thermal
limit extended to the downward diffusion form under Earth’s atmospheric conditions.

Flame Retardant Treatment

The flame spread of PMMA with and without TPP was investigated [198]. TPP
prevented the gas-phase reaction, which lowered the pace at which flames spread, burn in
mass, and transport heat to polymer surfaces.

5. Conclusions and Future Challenges

This work reviews the literature on the combustion and flame spread of commonly
used thermoplastic materials. The thermodynamic mechanisms and influencing factors of the
thermoplastic materials in pyrolysis, ignition, combustion, and flame spread are summarized.

Melting and dripping are special phenomena of thermoplastic materials in combustion
and flame spread. In general, melting and dripping can limit the flame spread by absorbing
heat, but they can also promote combustion by igniting the combustible materials near
them. Pyrolysis is the first step in the combustion and flame spread of thermoplastic
materials. This step is a heat absorption process controlled by a series of complex chemical
reactions, which is usually researched through a model-free methodology, a model-fitting
methodology, and a DAEM-fitting methodology. The second step is ignition. The ignition
mechanism of thermoplastic materials is usually researched based on classical ignition the-
ory, which is developed based on various ignition criteria, such as the critical temperature
and the mass flow rate. During the combustion process, lots of parameters, for example,
the flame length, the burning rate, and the mass loss rate, the temperature and heat flow,
and the gas products, were measured and analyzed to characterize the combustion process
under different influencing factors, such as the sample properties, the façade structures, the
ambient conditions, and the flame retardant treatment. Flame spread normally includes
the natural flame spread, the concurrent-flow flame spread, and the opposed-flow flame
spread. Among them, the opposed-flow flame spread could usually be quickly stabilized
and shows a steady process, which is more favorable for analysis and has been researched
a lot. While the concurrent-flow flame spread is usually an unsteady acceleration process,
most studies were focused on the phenomena description and influencing analysis; the
theoretical analysis was relatively weak.

In conclusion, the research on the combustion mechanism of thermoplastic materials is
quite adequate; however, the research on the flame spread of thermoplastic materials is not
complete. For example, the existing studies on the flame spread are mostly focused on the
analysis of influencing factors and data fitting analysis under the influence of the melting
and dripping, but failed to put forward a universal mechanism model to describe the
combustion and flame spread. On the other hand, theoretical studies are mainly focused on
steady-state phase flame spread in quantitative analysis, while fewer consider the unsteady
accelerated-phase flame spread (for example, the concurrent-flow flame spread). All these
unsolved issues deserve in-depth systematic research in the future.
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Nomenclature

.
m′′ mass flux (g m−2 s−1) ∆Hc heat of combustion (kJmol−1)
.

m′′
cri critical mass flux (g m−2 s−1) ∆Hv heat of gasification (latent plus sensible) (kJ mol−1)

.
q′′ext external heat flux (J s−1m−2) Cs specific heat of solid (J g−1 K−1)
.
q′′e heat flux (kW m−2) Cp specific heat (J g−1 K−1)
.
q′′ig ignition heat flux (kW m−2) K thermal conductivity (J s−1 m−1 K−1)
.

Q
′

heat release rate per unit width (kW m−1) Xf flame height (m)
.

Q0 initial heat flux (kW m−2) XP pyrolysis height (m)
.

q′′ net net heat flux (kW m−2) d sample thickness (m)
q′′r in-depth radiation heat flux (W m–2) xfl flame height

.
q′′w wall heat flux (kW m−2) L preheating length
Qs solid heat release (J kg−1) D hydrodynamic diameter (m)
g acceleration of gravity (m/s2) W width of sample (m)
g∗ modified acceleration of gravity (m/s2) Wsw width of sidewall (m)
Fr Froude number, Fr = u2/gD Wbw width of back wall (m)
r curtain wall coverage rate w width of the fuel (m)
f flame pulsation frequency (Hz) Lg gas-phase diffusion length (m)
St Strouhal number Ls solid length scale (m)
St∗ modified Strouhal number xf0 flame height with flat (m)
R0 non-dimensional radiation number xp0 pyrolysis region height with flat (m)
ng non-dimensional flow velocity xfu flame height with concave structure (m)
R0 universal gas constant (J K mol−1) xpu pyrolysis zone height with concave structure (m)
Es solid activation energy (J mol−1) Vf flame spread rate (m s−1)
Ea activation energy (kJ mol−1) Vf,the flame spread rate in the thermal regime (m s−1)
∆Hs solid heat of reaction (kJ mol−1) Vf,rad flame spread rate in the radiative regime (m s−1)
F de Ris flame coefficient, 4.89 at 21% O2 Vg velocity of opposing flow (m s−1)
tig ignition time (s) U dimensionless oxidizer velocity (m s−1)
tres residence times (s) U∞ average wind velocity (m s−1)
k scaled dimensionless heat transfer factor T0 initial temperature (K)
A pre-exponential factor (s−1) TV vaporization temperature (K)

universal gas constant (8.314 J mol−1 K−1) characteristic flame temperature (K)
X mole fraction T∞ environmental temperature (K)
Y mass fraction Tp pyrolysis temperature (K)
P environmental pressure (Pa) Tig ignition temperature (K)
Greek symbols
∝ thermal diffusivity (m2/s) σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant number
αg thermal diffusivity of gas (m2/s) τ fuel half-thickness (m)
α weighted thermal diffusivity (m2/s) θ incline angle (◦)
δmax maximum thickness of flame (m) s solid thermal conductivity (Wm−1 K−1)
ρ∞ ambient gas density (kg m−3) Π concave structure factor
ρ density (kg m−3) λg gas-phase conductivity (W m−1 K−1)
ρs solid density (kg m−3) β Zel’dovich number
τcrit transition half-thickness between thin and thick fuel (m)
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